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Executive Summary (TL:DR)
For years I have been developing complex products using the latest
software optimisation techniques and the most advanced production
methods. Thoroughly understanding the operating environment, use
cases, the market and the desired functionality of a product is one of
the most difficult aspects of product development. Getting the details
right is time consuming and resource intensive. Often this knowledge is
available somewhere, but it is either not freely available or lost in
translation.
Capture is an engineering development platform that supports engineers
in (re-)using relevant captured knowledge automatically in the right
context.
Why do we need Capture?

Why should we reinvent the wheel, when certain knowledge is already
available? Learning from existing knowledge will speed up innovation,
results in higher performance and increased efficiency. By re-using
knowledge cost is reduced and resources can be applied effectively
elsewhere.
The knowledge we speak of can be e.g. benchmarked product data, a
multibody dynamics model, manufacturing design rules, norms,
regulation or measurement data. By capturing this into algorithms it
becomes possible to easily share and re -use it. Algorithms make it
easier to automate the development process and offer highly
customised products, optimised for each use-case.

so much more efficient if knowledge was shared easier and sooner. By
gathering knowledge in one platform the complete development
process gets streamlined, from part generation to manufacturing.
How does Capture work?

Developers capture their product knowledge in algorithms forming so
called Product Modules. These Product Modules describe the genetic
code of a product from A-to-Z. Products can be mechanical,
mechatronic, electronic, software or a combination.
These modules are then released into a kind of App-store, the Capture
Module Catalogue. End-users can search the catalogue, select the
desired Product Module and enter their specific desired product
specification. The algorithms and optimisers inside the product module
will generate the desired product geometry, bill-of-material, tooling and
manufacturing instructions.
From within Capture a local manufacturer can be chosen and a
quotation can be automatically generated. The products can be ordered
through Capture, where the whole process, planning, logistics,
communication and payment is captured and managed by Capture.
Those who capture valuable knowledge get paid, those who use the
knowledge to automatically generate products will pay. This
monetisation model ensures knowledge is captured, applied in the right
context, is maintained and continuously improved.

Knowledge is flowing everywhere in the development process. Between
the customer, engineers, suppliers and production facilities. Knowledge
gets lost, interpreted incorrectly or simply not shared on purpose. This is
waisted opportunity. The innovation process would be
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What can Capture be used for?
Capture can be used for single components, complex sub-systems and
complete assembled products. Some motorsport examples are
suspension uprights, brake calipers, (sub)frames or traction motors. All
automatically generated, optimised and customised based upon the
end-user specification.

The engineering development platform principle is applicable and
scalable to multiple industries, from motorsport, automotive, robotics,
aerospace to marine. The possibilities are endless.
As an indication, only the automotive aftermarket has a total addressable
market of ±480 $B in 2025. Considering Capture can be scaled to
multiple market segments, the actual market that Capture covers is
therefore a multiple of the 480 $B.
The benefits of Capture in short:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use knowledge from the past and present to generate the future
Generate high performance products quickly, without the
detailed product knowledge.
Develop high performance products without the up-front
software and hardware investment
Create multiple variants easy, each customised to the user and
environment.
Shorter development times
Smooth workflow between contractors and subcontractors via
one platform
Monetise your knowledge, and scale it
Centralised knowledge, localised production and employment
Cross border knowledge, robust to travel and trade disruptions.

Are you interested in discussing a potential cooperation?
Contact vi: info@fransisco.nl
4
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1 Introduction
Knowledge is everywhere. It is captured into the products around us, in
books, or openly available in the digital domain. Despite this availability, it
is still scattered around, lacking the correct context or it is “stored” inside
our heads. This limits the ability to combine and use the power of this
knowledge in an effective way to develop highly optimised products.
We need these optimised products since the world is demanding
products that are more efficient, clean, take up less resources and
adapted to their use-case. One route towards optimisation is
transforming knowledge into algorithms and use these for optimisation
routines.
Advanced technology, both software and hardware, have been available
in large part only to the big wealthy cooperation’s. Simply because they
have the resources. A large group of inventive professionals and smaller
companies are passed. A group whose ideas and knowledge are also
needed to bring the world further, to make the world a better place.
Local production to reduce footprint, shorten supply chains and make
them more robust. Offer local solutions that match with the local
demands. Current supply lines do not support this.
In this vision paper we dive deeper into tackling the following 3
questions:
What if…
•
•
•

5

… we could streamline the development process and capture
the knowledge required for design and manufacturing?
… it would be possible to automatically generate multiple
optimised product variants using captured knowledge?
… it would be possible to monetises knowledge capturing,
scaling and sharing?
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Can we create a digital development platform that democratizes,
enables and speeds-up the development of advanced products, scales
this knowledge and monetises it?
In the remainder of this vision paper we discuss, on a high abstraction
level, why we need such a development platform, how it is setup and
lastly what you can create with it.

1.1 About this vision paper
The thinking behind this vision paper is fuelled by years of industry
experience, from small start-ups to the world’s largest multinationals. In
functions from early concept development up to production support.
On the job, I witnessed knowledge being lost, kept behind or simply not
shared out of ignorance. The result: lost opportunities both in
performance and cost.
At the same time, a trend towards automated product generation and
optimisation is emerging. This process however can only work properly
when fed by the correct knowledge and information. This knowledge in
turn, will only become widely available when there is a monetisation
model behind it.
It is my believe that an engineering platform is needed linking knowledge
capture, product customising, product optimisation, manufacturing and
knowledge monetisation.
I wrote this vision paper in my role as founder of Fransiscó. Fransiscó is
an engineering knowledge engineering company founded by Gilbert
Peters.
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2 Why do we need Capture?
Let’s start with a thought experiment: A team of engineers take over a
billion steps, iterations and decisions to develop, let’s imagine, a new
electric sportscar. These steps cover the physical parts, electronics,
software code and also the related manufacturing processes.
Each of these individual steps can be captured into an algorithm.
Theoretically, when combining these algorithms in the correct sequence
and with the correct interrelations, the outcome should be a working
sportscar, just as the engineers did. You created a kind of genetic code.
Algorithms – a process or set of rules to be followed in
calculations or other problem-solving operations, especially by a
computer. (Oxford dictionary of English)

2.1 Knowledge x Knowledge = Knowledge2
Knowledge comes in various forms and, literally, shapes. There is
explicit knowledge in the form of 3D geometry, drawings, test data,
design rules etc. There is also tacit knowledge. More difficult to grasp,
things like knowhow, experience and interpretation.
Both are often tightly guarded, either by companies, suppliers or
individual professionals and are scattered all around the supply chain.
This knowledge guarding limits the speed of innovation and also the
innovation itself. The more we know, the better we can develop. Getting
this knowledge ourselves is however time and resource intensive. Fine if
you are working on truly new innovations, a waste if you want to base
your innovation on a state-of-art knowledge. It’s like several people reinventing the same wheel.

Many of the steps we as engineers take, are based on data, historic
knowledge, experience, norms, legislation and rules-of-thumb. Acquiring
this knowledge is time and resource intensive. Many of these steps are
repeatable, especially when multiple variants or optimisations for
different use and load cases are demanded. When we capture the
knowledge or steps in algorithms it becomes easier to automate them.

It is understandable, in the current business landscape, to guard and
keep the knowledge to yourself. It keeps you relevant and you maintain
your competitive advantage. You invested heavily to gain that
knowledge, so why would you give it away?

Technologies like Additive Manufacturing1 and connected CNC2 make it
possible to manufacture these variations without tooling. Also, having
these technologies close to the local market makes you robust against
supply chain disruptions.

In the Dutch language there is a saying: ”Je moet delen voordat je kunt
vermenigvuldigen.” which freely translated means: “Multiply your
knowledge by sharing your knowledge.”

What’s lacking, in this hypothesis, is a development platform that helps
and monetises the engineer to capture his knowledge and experience
into an algorithm, that scales this knowledge to others who can
combine it to create innovative, automatically optimised and sustainable
products, manufactured locally.

1

6

Additive Manufacturing = industrial 3D printing
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“The biggest threat to knowledge is not ignorance, but the
illusion of knowledge.” – Stephen Hawking

We could speed up development and have a bigger impact on society
and the environment if we capture, scale and share our knowledge.
There should, however, be an incentive to capture your knowledge and
share it with others while maintaining some form of control over that
knowledge.
So, what if It would be possible to monetises knowledge capturing,
scaling and sharing?

2

CNC = Computer Numerical Control
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2.2 The need to adapt
Evolution is about adapting and optimising. The solutions adapted to the
environment excel, while generic solutions often fall through when high
performance is required. It is all about being fit for purpose.
Adapting or optimising to the environment means that you must know
your environment to a certain detail level. This environment knowledge is
often scattered around organisations, disciplines, based upon historic
data or simply not present at all.

Capturing the environment requires data analysis and or building
accurate models. Understanding it for one case is already difficult,
knowing it for a plethora of cases requires an automated platform.
“It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most
intelligent that survives. It is the one that is the most adaptable to
change.” – Charles Darwin
When you know in greater detail how your product is being used, it is
possible to optimise for this environment. There is a trend in engineering
towards nature inspired solutions, called biomimicry. Examples are
bone-growth mimicking topology optimisation algorithms and thermal
cooling designs based on elephant ears.
“The optimised outcome is only as good as the input correct is.”
What if it would be possible to automatically generate multiple optimised
product variants using captured knowledge?
7
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2.3 Democratise manufacturing
Making products is hard and capital intensive. Unique and complex
optimised products make it even more difficult and increases cost for
tooling, knowledge, validation and development time.
Supply chains are vulnerable, despite our highly globalised world.
Natural disasters, pandemics, trade-wars or political policies can
suddenly cut-off or severely disrupt global supply chains. Reality is
however that knowledge and capacity is currently so clustered that reshoring manufacturing back to the market is not so straight forward.
Local manufacturing

Giga factory

Operating these machines requires knowledge. The way how to design
for these production methods, tool access, product clamping, fixtures,
support structures or tool speeds. A lot is experience, often tacit
knowledge by the machine operator, but this can be smartly put into
algorithms and design rules. It is not being done right now since there is
no monetisation model behind it.
What if we could streamline the development process and capture the
knowledge required for design and manufacturing?
“Those that survive and thrive in the future of manufacturing
won’t be the largest, the fastest or the strongest, they’ll be the
organisations that adapted best to change.” –
www.raconteur.net

Sca l e reference

2.4 Summary
We want to streamline and speed-up the development process,
improve the optimisation and enable the creation of optimised solutions
fit for purpose.

= 1 football pitch

The upside is that more and more production methods are digitised and
connected. Connected CNC mills and lathes, additive manufacturing
and autonomous robots make a strong toolset to automate and control
the production process based upon central captured knowledge.
Combined with connected quality control measures, smart products
and certification make a self-learning ecosystem.
The above democratises manufacturing. It brings it closer to those
without the possibility to invest large sums or for those requiring oneoffs. But only if the knowledge is available and only if the product
development is aided by automation.

8
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This requires a platform with the main purpose of capturing knowledge
in such a format that it can be used for optimisation and automated
product development.
A monetisation model will create the incentive for professionals to
capture and share knowledge. The platform can scale this knowledge
and fuel to resurgence of local small-scale manufacturing, using the
power of connected manufacturing tools such as CNC and additive
manufacturing.
The next chapter will dive deeper in the how. How do we envision the
capture of knowledge, the optimisation and the manufacturing of
systems.
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3 How does Capture work?
Take a random product in your hand and I promise you there is a lot of
knowledge captured inside. In some cases, a product is revolutionary
new, but in most cases, it is an evolution from an existing product or a
combination of existing products.
The bicycle evolution, pictured down below, is a nice recognisable
example. Always 2 wheels, a steering mechanism a seat and some kind
of frame. The implementation evolves, but the core is shared. An
evolving genetic code that can be captured into an algorithm.

3.1 Algorithms, optimisers & modules
Engineers take many steps when developing a product. Along the way,
consciously and unconsciously engineers make well calculated
decisions. Experience, gut feeling and know-how form the basis for
these decisions. For defined products, these steps can be captured in
flow diagrams and decision trees. If you program them, it becomes a
product describing algorithm. A sort of genetic code base.
Design rules, norms or legislative data can also be captured into
algorithms. A simple example is ISO 286-1, an industry norm describing
mechanical press fits. Based upon a required torque transmission
between a shaft and housing, an algorithm calculates the required press
fit tolerances, taking the ISO 286-1 dataset as input.
Optimisers are a specific algorithm tool sets that either find optimal
geometries, such as topology optimisation, select the most optimal
components from a given dataset via genetic algorithms, or offer
advanced multi objective multi parameter optimisation. Machine learning
adapts the optimisation parameters based on test data, smart sensing
products and material improvements.
Product development is always an interplay between process, geometry
and material. So, depending on the user input a suggestion is made
regarding the most suitable and feasible production processes and
material combination. The selection can be based e.g. upon cost, leadtime, accuracy, local availability or desire performance level.

As discussed in chapter 2, knowledge comes in various forms. Design
rules, engineering formula’s, norms, material properties etc. The trick is
to capture this information into easy re-useable algorithms and datasets
and use them to automatically generate optimised products.

Combining the algorithms, captured knowledge and optimiser
intelligently creates product modules describing the genetic code of a
product. This captured knowledge makes it is possible to generate
optimised products based upon minimal input information.

Next we will discuss; how to capture this knowledge, how to optimise
and how to monetise such a platform.

9
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3.2 Capturing knowledge
Products are born digitally, then tested and validated virtually even
before one single product is ever physically produced. This is already
the state-off-art. The tools used today however are generic, they can be
used to make anything but don’t embed any specific product
knowledge. Capture does and to demonstrate the idea behind the
knowledge capture, 3 main interfaces are discussed:
•
•
•

Module Catalogue
Module Development
Product Generation Module

Users can search for specific product modules, get detailed module
information and insights in the working principle. The validation status
and module popularity tell something about the module maturity. At all
times, users can back-track settings, algorithms and production settings
used to generate previous products. The automated development from
concept generation to production can be completely traced, including
the machine settings and measurement data.
In addition to the product modules, developers will also see newly
added algorithms, optimisers and data sets. These are not immediately
of interest to users, but developers could be interested to use these to
improve their existing modules or to develop new ones.

3.2.1 Module Catalogue
The module catalogue is the starting point of Capture. It showcases all
the available product modules, categorised on industry and topic. When
a developer releases a product module, it will be presented here.

Every industry has its own needs and uses, therefor the user interface
will be adapted to facilitate specific industries. Nevertheless, in the
background the modules, optimisers and algorithms operate the same
and can be used cross industry. This not only provides scale, but it also
encourages learning from other industries.

10
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3.2.2 Module Development
The heart of Capture. This is where the knowledge is captured.
The objective for developers is to create valuable modules describing
the genetic code of a product or (sub)system. This is done by linking
blocks containing e.g. optimising algorithms, real world data sets,
legislation information, product knowledge or general design rules into
an automated development workflow. This workflow mimics the steps
and approach taken by an experienced engineer to develop high
performance products or systems.
The blocks used in the development flow can be completely created by
the module owner, or it can contain sub modules from other 3rd party
developers or suppliers. Linking several modules together creates entire
complex (sub)systems. The module output is either a 3D product
geometry, a Bill of Material (BOM), software code or a Request for
Quotation (RFQ).
The modules are released by a release system equal to systems used
in existing product development cycles. Validation occurs using
algorithms and based upon previous testing and verification information.
The developer module can be used for all kinds of manufacturing
methods, small single prototypes or big large volume production. The
possibilities are literally endless.
Component suppliers can develop product modules describing their offthe-shelf products. These product modules can then be used for the
generation of other products. An example is to use supplier provided
wheel module to define the available design volume for the generation of
other suspension components.
Once the modules are released for use, the block diagrams are
automatically translated into a User Module. The user module guides the
user step-by-step into generating an optimised product based on the
customer needs and requirements. The module is placed in the Module
catalogue.

11
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3.2.3 Product Generation Module
The objective of the user is to get a well-developed and optimised
product, which can be a single component or a complete (sub)system.
Typical users are: (Semi) professionals, Small and Medium Enterprises
(SME), Suppliers, Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM’s) etc.
The user interface guides the user in capturing the information and data
required for the platform to automatically generate products. The user
knows the desired functionality, how the product is going to be used
and the operating environment. Specify product targets in terms of
mechanical or electrical performance, cost and lead time can be set.
Trade-offs between these targets are visualised by means of quick
estimation algorithms.
If specific information is not given, Capture will propose an optimal
solution. For instance, in case of a suspension upright development, if
no brake-caliper or wheel bearing information is given, Capture will
propose the most optimal components, based upon performance
calculations and captured product knowledge. Followingly, the upright
geometry will be generated with these optimised components.
Based upon the provided data, load cases and design envelopes can
be calculated and defined. If required, extensive multi-physics models
are used to accurately calculate the load data.
Together, the information provided by the users, provides valuable
market information about the future requirements and priorities of the
specific component modules, algorithms and entire platform.
Continuous improvement in algorithms, product knowledge, and
advancements in material and production means over time the platform
learns and delivers ever higher performing components and systems.
This is immediately the incentive for both users and developers to return
to the platform.

12
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3.3 Monetisation
Since the platform’s intention is to share captured knowledge all over
the world, the ecosystem is built around generic tokens. The token
system provides the incentive to capture and share knowledge:
•
•

Tokens are received by everybody who contributes to capturing
knowledge in one way or the other.
Tokens are paid by everybody who uses the captured
knowledge in one way or the other

Practical example: an engineering team from Kenia develops a
lightweight brake caliper generating module that is used by German
motorsport team. The product is manufactured locally using 3
contactors, each adding value added work.

The motorsport team pays tokens in exchange for the actual product,
the lightweight brake caliper. The module developer will receive tokens
per manufactured product. When 3rd party modules or optimiser are
used within the product module, the tokens are distributed.
The contractors each will receive tokens for the added value they bring.
Additional tokens are received for providing manufacturing data back to
the platform. In case standard parts or are supplied with the
manufactured part, the supplier is paid by the platform. Suppliers are
rewarded for providing detailed product data to the platform.
The whole development flow, from module development up to the
logistics process is coordinated by the Capture platform.

13
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Developers can choose to keep the knowledge and IP inside the
modules and optimisers confidential, but the more you share, the bigger
the reward.
Developers, either individuals or companies, can be hired via the
platform to develop dedicated and custom modules.
The platform itself is funded by a subscription fee. In addition, Capture is
receiving a very small fee from every transaction to fund development,
platform maintenance and product validation.
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3.4 Summary
Developing products requires a lot of background knowledge. Getting
this knowledge demands time and resources. By capturing this
engineering and product knowledge in an engineering development
platform, development speed is improved, cost is reduced while
innovation rate is increased. Importantly, it opens up this knowledge to
those who previously never had a chance to access it, creating a larger
market.
Chapter 3 showed on an abstract level our vision of such an
engineering development platform. Via 3 interfaces we discussed how
to capture knowledge into algorithms and what the proposed
monetisation model is. Such an engineering knowledge platform has the
following stakeholders:
End customer Those (engineering) professionals or companies in need
of high-performance parts or systems, mechanical or electronical. They
want to have customised parts, specifically to their use-case and load
case, to their specification, but they do not want to go through the entire
development cycle themselves.
Suppliers: Material or component suppliers see products being
generated and optimised around their off-the-shelf product knowledge
or material properties. Being present on the platform creates an early link
to potential professional customers, understanding their needs and
increasing sales via a trusted platform.
Manufacturers: Machine shops providing machining capability have a
direct link to customers, earlier involvement in manufacturability and a
platform taking care of the complete physical and digital logistics
involved with working with contractors and sub-contractors.

A monetisation model is key to attract and share knowledge, to keep it
up-to-data, evolve and to verify it. The use of the platform in itself
produces valuable market data, giving stakeholders insight in what the
market needs and desires.
Capture offers an end-to-end platform for:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Automated product development
Monetisation of knowledge
Capturing and distribution of centralised knowledge:
Local manufacturing based upon centralised knowledge
Requestion RFDs from local manufacturing shops
Payment of stakeholders

Some of the advantages that Capture realises:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Years of industry knowledge at your fingertips
Monetisation of knowledge
Pay per use à No up-front investment in expensive software
Logistics between suppliers and end customer taken care of
Knowledge capturing
Reduced R&D, effort spend on new product developments
instead of repeat developments

The next chapter discusses the potential market and gives a practical
example of a product generation module.

Developers: Professional individuals or companies who create product
modules, optimisation algorithms or other relevant knowledge into
algorithms modules. These modules can be used to generate products
based on customer specific requirements and specifications. The
platform is a way to capture their knowledge, share it and scale it with
the world.

14
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4 What can Capture be used for?
In 2020, the vast majority of products originate from the digital domain.
Products are created, evaluated and validated virtually before one single
prototype is created. The current digital tools are only a tiny piece of the
puzzle. See them as a toolbox stacked with tools. Without some skilled
hands they won’t create anything useful.
Equally with knowledge. You can have servers full of papers, reports
and norms, but if you are not linking this effectively to your tools,
processing and opening up this information to your engineering process
you again won’t effectively utilise this knowledge.
In this chapter we discuss the existing market for engineering tools,
software and services. Lastly, an example is given to demonstrate the
practical execution of the Capture platform.

4.1 Existing engineering tools
All products nowadays are digitally developed in various sequences of
software packages. From the initial concept design in 3D CAD3, up-to
PCB4 manufacturing analysis or e.g. 3D printing process simulation in
CAE5.
The engineering software tools used today are very powerful, well
integrated into the development workflow and have made development
quicker, more accurate and easier. We have come a long way from
pencils, rulers and drawing rooms. Nevertheless, these engineering
software tools are generic, they do not embed any product application
knowledge. They completely rely on the input from the engineer or the
organisation.

3
4

CAD = Computer Aided Design
PCB = Printed Circuit Board
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At the other end we have benchmarking service companies that
teardown and benchmark existing products piece-by-piece. These
components are analysed, reverse engineered, and the origin and cost
are researched. Their output to customers is a report, 3D model or cost
overview of the current competitor product.

Catalogue for electronic components. Now engineers select the
components themselves, what if the modules generate a BOM
automatically. All based on captured knowledge.

Both engineering software and benchmarking services require large
financial and time investments. They are either only affordable by large
companies or by companies who use those expensive tools literally
24/7. There is also a time investment involved in either getting to know
the tools or to thoroughly understand the analysis data.
These existing tools and services are missing some things compared to
the engineering development platform as proposed in this paper:
•
•
•
•

They don’t have a monetisation model that promotes and
encourages the sharing and scaling of knowledge
They don’t contain application relevant knowledge
They don’t link end-customer, developers, suppliers and
manufacturers within the same platform
They don’t feature a direct sales model within the same tool

Still, Capture is not a replacement for both benchmarking and existing
engineering software tools, they are considered complimentary.
Benchmarking will deliver the valuable knowledge to capture into
algorithms, while existing engineering tools are to be used for the blank
sheet of paper design instances, which later can be transformed into
algorithms on Capture.
It is only interesting to develop modules for products that can scale,
despite the customisation.
So, it is interesting to develop a module for an upright that covers all
potential topology you can think of, it may not be so interesting to
develop a module for a very specific component for a very specific
machine.

16
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4.2 Market
Not only the knowledge on the platform is scalable, but the platform
itself is scalable too. Right now, the examples given throughout this
paper are mainly oriented into high performance automotive aftermarket
domain. This market segment has a global estimated market value TAM6
of ±480 $B7 in 2025. The strength of the platform is however that it can
be applied to many more segments, for example:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Marine à Electric propulsion systems
Aviation à Drone or satellite development
Road logistics à Truck trailer development
Machinery à Brackets and conveyor systems
Construction à Wood or steel real estate constructions
Many more: Agriculture, Robotics …

The total market for such a development platform is therefore a multiple
of the ±480 $B automotive aftermarket. If you consider the fact that the
Capture platform creates revenue from every module use, every product
generated and manufactured through the platform, every component
supplied via the platform and by the E-commerce direct sales
opportunity, it all adds up into a huge potential.
Through API’s it could be easily integrated into existing e-commerce
platforms like Amazon, Facebook etc. and dedicated existing web
shops, therefore speeding up the reach even further and gaining market
share.

6

TAM = Total Addressable Market
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4.3 Example: Suspension upright module
Throughout this paper, the suspension upright has been used as an
example to explain the workings of Capture. An upright is a complex
loaded part, containing or interacting with several standard supplied
components and benefits greatly from a lightweight design.

background, defining the information required for the remainder of the
module.
From a catalogue we can specify the desired brake system and wheels
used. This info will impact the design volume available for the new
upright and will be used later to define the loads acting onto the upright.

We will demonstrate the user interface of Capture again using the
upright as an example. However, the upright is just one example of the
unlimited possibilities and unlimited components Capture can be used
for.
4.3.1 The design brief
The design brief for this example is to develop a front suspension
upright for a lightweight dynamic electric sportscar. For this example, we
know the performance, the weight target and the global vehicle and
suspension dimensions.

When present, we can pre-load an existing vehicle data set defining the
suspension kinematic coordinates, or we can enter them manually.
Together with steering angle, ride height and suspension droop & bump
this will define the available design volume later on.

We select the type of suspension we want to develop for. In this case
we choose a double wishbone suspension, typical for lightweight
sportscars. This selection will load a bespoke configuration in the
18
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4.3.2 Operating conditions:
The operating conditions focus on how and where the vehicle is going
to be used. This ranges from the operating temperature to the road
conditions. Based on this input, a set of load cases is proposed. This
proposal is based on an algorithm combing historic measured data, the
given road conditions, vehicle specifications and the suspension
kinematics.
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The values given can be fine-tuned and adapted in detail to specific
customer requirements if desired.

An integral part of an upright is the wheel bearing. Depending on the
user preference, several choices can be made, after which an
optimisation algorithm picks the optimal bearing specification based
upon available bearing data.
4.3.3 Options:
The Capture platform is specifically suited for customised products. It’s
possible to tailor the upright by specifying kinematic adjustment ranges:
•
•
•

Camber
Caster
Toe-in, Toe-out

Or select the sensors to be integrated into the design, e.g.:
•
•
•
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Acceleration sensor
Wheel speed sensor
Brake temperature sensor
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4.3.4 Materials & Process
There are several manufacturing process and materials combinations
that can be used to create an upright. The right process depends e.g.
on the desired performance, budget, lead-time, material availability and
production volumes, while the ideal material depends on e.g. strength,
stiffness, fatigue or thermal properties.

4.3.5 Generation, RFQ & Results
The final step before executing the module algorithm is to define the
desired output. By default, an RFQ (Request For Quotation) will be
generated, including the manufacturing, required post processing and
shipment cost. Suppliers are selected based on capability, availability,
location, cost and performance reviews.

Using priority sliders, it is possible to influence the algorithm in choosing
the optimal material and process combination.

Depending on the options selected, the RFQ will also include Quality
Assurance aspects such as certification, testing and measurement
reports. In addition, it is also possible to include the purchase of
sensors, wheel bearings and even brake calipers into the RFQ.
If required, a 3D model can be downloaded which can be used for inhouse manufacturing or inhouse analysis.

Based upon the captured information a proposal is made for a
manufacturing process, post processing steps and material. If desired, it
can be overruled.
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After specifying the desired output, finally the upright generation
algorithm can be started. Several steps will be executed in the
background.
•
•
•

The optimal wheel bearing will be selected
Creation of the design domain
A geometric optimisation (topology optimisation)
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•

•
•

FEM analysis of the optimised geometry
o Stress
o Strength
o Fatigue
o Process
Machine code generation
Automatic tooling creation (production process dependent)

4.4 Summary
Finally, an RFQ is generated, stating
•
•
•
•

The preferred local suppliers
The total cost to get the product
Delivery cost
Total lead time

If the RFQ is accepted and ordered, the dedicated suppliers will start
manufacturing the product and supplying the sensors, wheel bearings
and calipers. Everything is monitored and steered through the Capture
platform.
Quality Assurance data such as measurement reports and testing data
will become available onto the platform, linked to the specific RFQ and
presented in a uniform format.
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In contrast to existing engineering development tools, Capture embeds
application knowledge, design rules and norms. Formed into algorithms
they can be used for automated product development, without needing
to be an expect in the field. This lowers the point of entry for innovation.
Capture can be used for a variety of industries, from automotive
aftermarket up to the aerospace industry. Combined, the Total
Addressable Market (TAM) is huge. The automotive aftermarket in itself
has a TAM of 480 B$ in 2025.

The user interface guides the user in providing the required product
specification and the algorithms within Capture will automatically:
•
•
•
•

Define load cases, design domain and optimisation targets
Propose the optimal wheel bearings and
Generate a geometry, manufacturing method and material
Coordinate the manufacturing, validation, supply and payment
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5 Conclusion
The way we engineer and develop products will continuously change.
An engineer will still be someone who uses science and math to solve
problems and to create functionality and value. The work of the engineer
will shift more towards specifying, developing algorithms and implement
learnings, to create complex and highly optimised products. The
platform will take over boring repetitive tasks, more or less the same as
3D CAD did in the 90’s.
In this short vision paper, I presented my vision for a future engineering
development platform called Capture. I believe this is the answer to
three questions; What if…
•
•
•

… we could streamline the development process and capture
the knowledge required for design and manufacturing?
… it would be possible to automatically generate multiple
optimised product variants using captured knowledge?
… it would be possible to monetises knowledge capturing,
scaling and sharing?

Knowledge is everywhere, but it is often lost in translation, out of
context, kept secret or even worse; simply put in a cabinet to gather
dust. By monetising knowledge capturing, developers are encouraged
to capture their knowledge in smart algorithms and create Product
Modules. These Product Modules describe the genetic code of a
product from A to Z. Every-time someone uses this product module to
generate a product, tokens are earned. This monetisation model is an
incentive for developers to capture knowledge in the right context,
continuously improve it and to share it.
The customer only has to specify the desired product, and the product
module algorithms will automatically handle the whole process from
optimisation, to manufacturing, post processing, validation, logistics and
payment. The result: a customised high performance product,
manufactured locally.
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Centralising knowledge enables local manufacturing of high quality and
high-performance parts. No longer do you have to be an expert in a
certain field to create these high-performance parts. You can build upon
the experience and expertise of others. This speeds up innovation,
increases sustainability and acts as an equaliser. You have the
knowledge at your disposal weather you are a big cooperation or
individual, in a developed country or developing country.
Existing parts and components are the building blocks for the newly
generated products. Suppliers can share their product knowledge on
the platform and once a product is optimised around their product, can
sell their products on the go. This will generate revenue. To increase
reach and accessibility, Capture can be integrated into existing
platforms like Amazon, Facebook or popular web shops.
The market potential for Capture is enormous. The captured knowledge
can be scaled to multiple industries, from motorsport to the marine
industry. It can be applied to mechanical, mechatronic, electronic
components and even software. The possibilities are endless.

5.1 Support me
I would like to bring Capture from vision to a Mean Viable Product (MVP).
Step 1 would be to create a basic live demo of the platform. Step 2 is
creating some demo products created by Capture together with
partners. Step 3 is to scale Capture into a commercial product.
Do you see the need and potential of Capture and do you want to see
Capture progressing? There are several ways you can support me:
1. The easiest way is to share and discuss this document on- and
off-line.
2. Provide tools, software, manufacturing capability or knowledge
3. Financial support
Are you interested in supporting me, contact me at: info@fransisco.nl
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About the author
Ir. Ing. Gilbert Peters has an extensive track record in engineering.
Trained as an automotive engineer he gained experience at leading
edge of technology. A very early advocate of e.g. additive
manufacturing, electric vehicles and engineering optimisation.

His experience ranges from early concept generation all the way to
production support, in various industries such as automotive, marine,
aerospace and industrial machinery. It gave him an invaluable overview
of the entire development chain.
While studying at university he got deeply interested in the power and
opportunity of additive manufacturing (3D printing). The freedom it gives
in shape and functionality and the principle of democratising
manufacturing. The geometric freedom triggered the interest in Topology
Optimisation and Generative Design. Later in his career he worked on
various lightweight engineering projects, again involving additive
manufacturing, topological optimisation and composites.
He got the idea for a development platform while working on an electric
motorcycle project. His target was to develop a long range lightweight
and high performance adventure motorcycle, able to perform long
adventure road trips while leaving nothing but tire prints. This exclusive
motorcycle was to be built and adapted to the end customer. He
realised that an automated process was required to support the many
variants and interdependencies of customisation and optimisation. He
founded the engineering company Fransiscó to make it a business
venture. Later, his interest shifted from developing the motorcycle
towards developing the development platform itself.
He already supported other companies by incorporating some aspects
of this idea. Now he deemed the time ripe to present the complete idea
to the world via this vision paper.
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Disclaimer
The information contained in this document represents the current view of
Fransiscó on the issues discussed as of the date of publication. Because
Fransiscó must respond to changing market conditions, it should not be
interpreted to be a commitment on the part of Fransiscó, and Fransiscó cannot
guarantee the accuracy of any information presented after the date of
publication.
This white paper is for informational purposes only. Fransiscó makes no
warranties, express or implied, in this document. The products, brands and
logo’s used in this paper are used purely illustrative. At this point in time the
mentioned companies do not contribute on Capture in one way or the other.
Fransiscó may have patents, patent applications, trademarks, copyrights, or
other intellectual property rights covering subject matter in this document.
Except as expressly provided in any written license agreement from Fransiscó,
the furnishing of this document does not give you any license to these patents,
trademarks, copyrights, or other intellectual property.
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